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.A na lysis of two d~ys (123 cases) of sporadic E observed simultaneously at oblique a nd 
vertICal ll1cldence venfies that t he clasSICal sec i]> r elationship between top frequencics i 
roughly appropriate for sporadic E. 

1. Introduction 

Medium distance radio propagation (up to 2,000 
km) is frequently enhanced through reflection from 
the sporadic E layer (Es). At vertical incidence 
~'eflections from E~ appeal' to be essentially specular: 
m the sense that httle or no gradual refraction takes 
place within the layer; this is in contrast to "reflec
tion" from the regular E and F layers, in which a 
more gradual refraction proce s is involved. On the 
other hand, reflections from Es are often observed 
to be only partial, and the nature of the reflecting 
surface and, therefore, the reflecting mechanism, are 
still in s?me doubt. (See Thomas and Smith [lJ 2 

for a reVIew of current knowledge of Es.) Thus the 
relationship of vertical-incidence Es measurements 
to oblique-incidence Es propagation is also uncertain 
from a theoretical point of view. 

For the simple case of a plane, parallel, earth, and 
ionosphere, and no magnetic fi.eld, the classical 
"secant law" states that 

where jObl andj. are the 0 blique and vertical incidence 
frequencies of reflection, respectively, from a plasma 
frequency j p= j ., and 1> is the angle of incidence of 
jObl on the layer. 

This relation is applicable not only to radio reflec
tions from a horizontally stratified layer but also to 
scattering by a stratum of ionospheric irregularities 
[2J. Thus, there is good reason to expect oblique
incidence Es propagation to obey the secant law. 

2 . Experimental Results 

In 1951 and 1952 the National Bureau of Standards 
operated a pulsed, sweep-frequency, oblique-inci
dence, ionosphere sounding experiment between 
Sterling, Virginia, and St. Louis, Missouri [3,4, 5J. 

I Contribu tion rrom Central Radio Propagation Lahoratory, ~ation al Burean 
of Standarcis, Boulder, Colo. 

, Figures ill bracKcts indicate the literature rererences at the end of this paper. 

Vertical soundings were obtained simultaneously at 
the midpoint of this 1,150-km path. One-hop 
sporadic E tran mission was frequently ob erved 
over this circuit, thereby providing an opportunity 
to examine the relation between the highest frequen
cies of reflection observable at oblique and vertical 
incidence. A preliminary account of the results was 
included by Smith [6J. 

Two 24-hr periods were studied for this purpose, 
providing 123 cases of essentially simultaneous 
observations of Es refl ection at vertical and oblique 
incidence. The ratio of the top frequency observed 
over the oblique path to that at vertical incidence at 
the midpoint is shown in figure 1 as a funcLion of Es 
virtual height. The cases in which multiple echoes 
at vertical incidence had the same highest frequency 
are indicated on the graphs in order to identify in
stances of power independence and high refl ectivity 
of the Es. The full curve is the secant 1> relationship, 
plotted versus the height of the midpoint of the 
triangular path. 
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FIGURE 1. Dist?'ihution of ratio of oblique to vertical-incidence 
sporadic E top frequency with virtual height. 

• denotes points for \\ hieh vertical·ineid~nce m ultiples extend to same fre· 
quency. 
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The experimental ratios, j Ob l/fv are seen to be in 
the same range as sec <P . Whether there is a signi
ficant variation of the ratios with height correspond
ing to sec <P is a subj ect for a more detailed analysis . 
These results, however, lend support to the signifi
cance ofjEs, the vertical-incidence Es top frequency, 
as a parameter useful in propagation studies. 
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